Ruptured congenital aneurysm of the right sinus of Valsalva into the right ventricle: with special reference to pathoanatomic and hemodynamic characteristics in symptomless cases.
Clinical features of 19 cases with congenital aneurysm of the right sinus of Valsalva rupturing into the right ventricular outflow region (Type 1) were analysed in relation to their pathoanatomic lesions and hemodynamic alterations. Sixteen cases were operated with one surgical death. All were catheterized together with ascending aortographic study. Rupture of the aneurysm in many cases was silent or symptomless and progressive heart failure was not quite common. Symptomatology of the patients did not seem to be related entirely to status of the pathoanatomical lesions or hemodynamic alterations. Time of the rupture, and inherent right ventricular characteristics, tolerating volume overload rather well, might be, in part, responsible for its better prognosis in some cases. However, all patients with ruptured aneurysm of the sinus of Valsalva should be treated surgically. Bacterial endocarditis is a serious complication leading to death.